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A b s t r a c t .  The concept of rule-based modification developed in the area 
of algebraic graph transformations and high-level replacement systems 
has recently shown to be a powerful concept for vertical stucturing of 
Petri nets. This includes low-level and high-level Petri nets, especially 
algebraic high-level nets which can be considered as an integration of 
algebraic specifications and Petri nets. In a large case study rule-based 
modification of algebraic high-level nets has been applied successfully for 
the requirements analysis of a medical information system. The main new 
result in this paper extends rule-based modification of algebraic high- 
level nets such that it preserves safety properties formulated in terms of 
temporal logic. For software development based on rule-based modifica- 
tion of algebraic high-level nets as a vertical development strategy this 
extension is an important new technique. It is called rule-based refine- 
ment. As a running example an important safety property of a medical 
information system is considered and is shown to be preserved under 
rule-based refinement. 

Keywords: P e t r i  n e t s ,  h i g h - l e v e l  ne t s ,  a l g e b r a i c  s p e c i f i c a t i o n ,  
s a f e t y  p r o p e r t y ,  r u l e - b a s e d  r e f i n e m e n t  

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Petri  nets are well-known as a basic model for the general theory of concurrency 
and as a formal  specification technique for distributed and concurrent systems. 
High-level nets can be considered as the integration of process and da ta  type de- 
scription, most  prominent  classes are Coloured Petri nets [Jen92, Jen95], Predi- 
cate /Transi t ion nets [GL81, Gen91] and algebraic high-level nets [Vau87, Rei91, 
PER95]. The practicM relevance of high-level Petri nets is considered to be very 
high, as there are many  high-level Petri net tools used in real software production 
(e.g. LEU [SM97] , Des ign/CPN [JCHH91], INCOME [OSS94]). Since algebraic 
specifications are well developed for abstract  da ta  types (see e.g. [EM85]) we use 
algebraic high-level nets, but there is no problem of transfering results to other 

** This work is part of the joint research project "DFG-Forschergruppe PETRINETZ- 
TECHNOLOGIE" between H. Weber (Coordinator), H. Ehrig (both from the Technical 
University Berlin) and W. Reisig (Humboldt-Universit~t zu Berlin), supported by 
the German Research Council (DFG). 
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high-level net classes as these classes can be conceived as different instances of 
a general theory of abstract Petri nets (see [Pad96]). 

One main problem of verification in formal software engineering can be described 
by the following demand: Rigorous software development requires continuous 
verification during all phases of the software development process. Nevertheless, 
resources are restricted and an entirely new verification at each step is usually 
considered to be too expensive and time consuming. Thus, vertical structuring 
techniques should preserve verified properties. 
In the area of Petri nets there are many contributions concerning verification 
with temporal logic [DDGJ90, BS90, HRH91] and refinement [BGV90, DM90, 
GG90, BDH92, Peu97]. They are mainly in the area of low-level nets. In the 
area of high-level nets, verification [Jen95, Sch96] is much more difficult and 
even more the compatibility of system properties with refinement. 

In this paper we consider our notion of rule-based modification of algebraic 
high-level nets (developed in [PER95]) and extend it to rule-based refinement 
preserving safety properties. The theory of rule-based modification is an instance 
of the theory of high-level replacement systems [EHKP91], a generalization of 
graph transformation [Ehr79] in a categorical way. Rules describe which parts of 
a net are to be deleted (left side of the rule) and which new parts are to be added 
(right side of the rule). This transformation of nets yields a resulting net which 
is well-defined and no unspecified changes have been made. The advantage of 
this approach is the local description of change. 
In order to extend rule-based modification of algebraic high-level nets we intro- 
duce morphisms for algebraic high-level nets, that - in contrast to transition 
preserving morphisms in [PER95] - preserve safety properties, in the sense of 
[MP92]. These morphisms, called place preserving morphisms, allow transfering 
specific temporal logic formulas expressing net properties from the source to the 
target net. This fact is captured by our first main theorem 3.5 that states the 
fact that place preserving morphisms preserve invariant formulas. As invariant 
formulas describe safety properties we hereby obtain safety property preserving 
algebraic high-level net morphisms. 
Moreover, we combine these place preserving morphisms with rule-based mod- 
ification. The second main result of this paper is formulated in theorem 4.2. It 
states the preservation of safety properties under transformation of nets via some 
rule that is provided with such a safety property preserving morphism. This al- 
lows the formulation of the new concept 4.1 that is the extension of rule-based 
modification to rule-based refinement, a formal technique for vertical structuring 
in software development. 

Throughout the whole paper we give an ongoing example which illustrates the 
results of this paper in the context of a case study [Erm96, EPE96] concerning 
the development of a medical information system. A sketch of this case study 
as well as a review of the basic notions of algebraic high-level nets and rule- 
based modification is given in the next section. In section 3 we introduce the 
notion of place preserving morphisms. Our first main result states that these 
morphisms preserve safety properties. In section 4, rule-based modification is 
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integrated with these morphisms. We present our second main theorem, showing 
that rule-based refinement preserves safety properties. Moreover, we discuss the 
relevance of our results for software engineering, especially the combination of 
horizontal structuring and refinement. 
In this paper we merely give the proof ideas due to space limitations, in full 
detail the proofs are given in [PGE97]. 

2 Rule  Based Modif icat ion and Safety Propert ies  in a 
Medical  Information Sys tem 

In this section we sketch our case study and motivate the notions and results 
of the subsequent sections in terms of this case study. The motivation addresses 
general problems in software engineering. Any large and complex system can 
only be developed using horizontal and vertical structuring that is, stepwise 
development of subsystems. This implies that the entire system is given only 
implicitly. Thus, verification has to be achieved according to horizontal and 
vertical structuring. We now show an example of verifying a safety property, 
first in a net and then for one development step. Note, this is merely a small 
example from the larger context of the medical information system. 
The  medical  information sys tem HDMS 
A medical information system, called Heterogeneous Distributed Information 
Management System (HDMS), has been developed in a large project, that in- 
cluded the whole reorganisation of the medical and management data of the 
German Cardiac Center Berlin, Deutsches Herz-Zentrum Berlin (DHZB). This 
project has been developed by the Projektgruppe Medizin/Informatik at the 
DHZB and the Technische Universit~it Berlin 1. The DHZB is a clinical center 
dedicated to the treatment of all kinds of cardiac diseases. In our case study 
[Erm96, EPE96] we provide a formal requirement analysis for an important part 
of the medical information system HDMS at the DHZB using algebraic high- 
level nets. The transformation sequence from the actual state to the functional 
essence comprises about 100 rules and uses in a significant way compatibility re- 
sults from [PER95] between horizontal structuring and rule-based modification. 
Here we present one transformation step of the whole rule-based modification. 
We demonstrate how safety properties are preserved using a special kind of al- 
gebraic high-level net morphisms and the new concept of rule-based refinement. 

Example  2.1 (Safety P roper t i e s  for Vi ta l  Values M e a s u r e m e n t )  
An algebraic high-level (AHL) net can be considered as a Petri net inscribed 
with terms over a specification, in this case the specification VVM-Spec which 

is merely sketched below due to space limitations. Tokens are elements of a 
VVM-Spec-algebra. 

1 The case study HDMS, the basis for our work, has been a part of the German 
BMFT-project KORSO, (KORrekte SOftware), funded by the Minister of Research 
and Technology (BMFT) between 1991 and 1994 [CHL95]. 
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Let us shortly explain the idea of the net VVM in figure 1. In the DHZB we have 
the following situation: The patient is located at the ward. His blood pressure 
is taken, for example, if this has been demanded in the prescription sheet. The 
measured value is written down into the temperature chart. Other vital values, 
as medium arterial blood pressure, temperature, pulse, central venous pressure 
and import/export are also measured, if demanded in the prescription sheet. The 
temperature chart belongs to the patient record that is kept at the ward. All 
these activities are represented as transitions in the net VVM in figure 1. Note, 
that we restrict our example to this small subsystem concerning the measurement 
of vital values. 

We merely state the sorts and opera- 
tions of VVM-Spec used explicitly in 
the subsequent argument. 

sorts: Name, Patient, PatId, 
PatRecord, ... 

opns: patient: Name, Sex, Adress, 
PatId -~ Patient 

getpat: Patient --+ PatId 
getpatient: PatId --+ Patient 
getpat: PatRecord --+ PatId 

Taldng blood pressure I 

VVM-Spec 

19etp~(Pamea~l)=Peald I 
19~4~(Pe~)=P~ld / IPmsc~-get_PrNc~(oeLTrea~(Pa~e~) 
I i r ~ - ~ r ~ a u e  l 

In the following, we give the mark- 
ing and one safety property of the net 
VVM explicitly. We consider the A- 
quotient algebra (see [EM85]), that 
is the algebra generated accord- 
ing to the specification over car- 
rier sets for names, doctors, re- 
sources etc. Assuming a carrier set 
AName = {Smith,  Mil ler, . . .}  we 
can suppose the following marking: 
(patient(Smith, ...), patient at ward) 
@(d, ward documents) where 
d E APatReeord with getpat(d) = 
getpat(patient( Smith,  ... ) ). 
This marking means that there is 
a patient Smith and his patient 
record at the ward, represented 
by tokens (patient(Smith, ...) and d 

Fig. 1: The Algebraic High-Level Net on the places patient at ward and 
Vital Values Measurement (VVM) ward documents respectively. 

We consider the safety property [3[(patient(Smith, ....), patient at ward) 
(d, ward documents)] with getpat(d) = getpat(patient(Smith, ...)) for some d E 
Apatneeord where A(a,p) for (a,p) E A x P is an atomic formula (see def. 3.3) 
and [3 the always operator from temporal logic [MP92]. 
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We informally argue that  this safety property holds. For each transition except 
A d d i n g  vital value to T C  the patient record is only read, denoted by dou- 
ble arrows with the inscription of a variable of sort PatReeord. The transition 
Add ing  vital value to T C  changes the record, but by structural induction we 
can prove that  no operation changes the initial patient identity. Thus, after firing 
of any transition the safety property still holds. 
In general we assume a marking of the net VVM 

MVVM :---- EL1 (ai, patient at ward) ~ (d~, ward documents) 
s.t. getpat(ai) = getpat(dl) for al E Apatient and dl E APatnecorU. 
The more general formulation of our safety property to vvM is 

[-l[(a, patient at ward) ~ (d, ward documents)] 
s.t. getpat(a) = getpat(d) for a E Apatient and d E Apatneeora. 
This safety property means "At any time we have: there is some patient at the 
ward if and only if the corresponding patient record is at the ward." and holds 
due to the same argument as above. O 

A l g e b r a i c  H i g h - L e v e l  N e t s  a n d  R e f i n e m e n t  Techniques 
An algebraic high-level net consists - roughly speaking - of a Petri net with 
inscriptions of an algebraic specification S P E C  defining the da ta  type part  of 
the net. The  da ta  type in our case study is given by a suitable S P E C  algebra. In 
contrast to other variants of algebraic high-level nets ([DHP91, Hum89, Lil94]) 
we do not label places with sorts. Note, that  the pre and post domain of a 
transition is given by a multiset of pairs of terms and places. Multisets can be 
considered as elements of a commutative monoid. Here, we use free commutative 
monoids for the description of the pre and post domain of a transition as this 
representation allows a more categorical treatment.  
Morphisms between different AHL nets are given componentwise and have to 
preserve the firing conditions and each transition's pre and post domain. This is 
characterized by the commutat ivi ty of diagrams (1) and (2) in def. 2.2. 

Definition 2.2 (Algebraic High-Level Nets) 
- An a l g e b r a i c  h igh - l eve l  n e t  N = (SPEC,  P, T, pre, post, cond, A) consists 

of an algebraic specification S P E C  = (S, OP, E), a set of places P,  a set of 
transitions T, two functions pre,post : T ) (Top(X)  x P)~, assigning to 
each t E T an element of the free commutative monoid ~ over the cartesian 
product  of terms Top(X)  with variables in X and the set P of places, a 
function cond : T ~ :PIin(EQNS(SIG)) assigning to each t E T a finite 
set cond(t) of equations over SIG = (S, OP), the signature of S P E C  and a 
S P E C  algebra A. 

- A (transition preserving) AHL net morphism f = (fsPEC, fP, fT, fA) : 
N1 -+ N2 is given componentwise by the specification morphism fSPEC : 
SPEC1 --~ SPEC2, the functions fp  : P1 -~/)2 and f7 : T1 -+ T2 and the 
isomorphism fA : A1 ~~ VyspEc (A2) on the algebras such that  the following 
diagrams (1) and (2) commute: 

2 The free commutative monoid implies the following operations on linear sums: 
~,@,_<. 
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]gr~l 
"Pfin(EQNS(SIG1)) ~o,~d, T1 ~ (Top,(Xl) x P1) ~ 

I | post~ 1 
1~:=~'~,~(s~o) (a) s~ (2) (j~,.~o x~,.)*:=s~ 

T2 ~ (Top2(X2) • P2) r 
poat~ 

The sets of variables are defined by indexing a fixed set X~ := (Xfi=, ) ,es ,  
for i = 1, 2. In the following, we will use abbreviations for the mappings of 
markings (fM), symbolic markings, that  is terms with variables (fs) and 
sets of equations (f~):  

# 
fM := ((fSP~C,fA) X fP)r  := (f~P~C X fp)e  and fE :--'Pl~n(ffsPEc). 

- AHL nets and AHL net morphisms are defining the category A H L  of alge- 
braic high-level nets. 

- The b e h a v i o u r  of an AHL net N is given by firing of transitions. Transitions 
are enabled under a marking M E (A x P ) r  for an assignment asg : X --+ A 
inducing ASG : (Top(Yar(t)) x P)$ -~ (A x p )e  with ASG(term, p) = 
(-d~g(term), p) if ASG(pre(t)) < M. Vat(t) is the set of variables that  occur 
in the firing condition cond(t) and in the pre and post domains pre(t) and 
post(t) for each t E T. The follower marking M'  then is constructed by 
M' = M 0 ASG(pre(t)) @ ASG(post(t)), denoted by: M[t, asg > M'.  The 
set of all follower markings is denoted by [M >. 

A 

We review rule-based modification as a vertical structuring technique of Petri 
nets [PER95]. The idea is to present rules denoting the replacement of one subnet 
by another without changing the remaining part of the whole net. This has the 
advantage of a local description of changes inducing global changes without side 
effects. We consider to have a rule r with a left-hand side net L that  is replaced 
by a right-hand side net R. This rule can be applied to some net N, yielding 
the new net M. This application of a rule, called transformation, is denoted 
by N ~ M. The rule is given by r = (L <-- K --+ R) where K is a net and 
K --~ L and K --~ R are injective AHL net morphisms. Deleted are those parts 
of the net L that  are not in the image of the morphism K --+ L. Adding works 
symmetrically, all those parts of R are added, that  are not in the image of the 
morphism K --+ R. Thus, K denotes the common interface between deleting and 
adding, that  is the part of the rule that has to be present but is not changed 
by the rule. The transformation N ~ M is defined using two pushout squares 
(1) and (2) in def. 2.3 in the category A H L .  C is the context net (N after the 
deletion of items by the rule and before the addition of the new items from R). 

D e f i n i t i o n  2.3 ( R u l e  a n d  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n )  
A r u l e  r = (L <--- K --+ R) consists of two AHL nets L and R (called left and 
right hand sides of the rule), an AHL net K (called interface) and two injective 
AHL net morphisms L <--- K and K --+ R. 
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A (direct)  t r ans fo rma t ion  N ~ M of a 
net N to M via rule r = (L e-- K --4 R) at the 
match L --4 N is defined using two pushout 
squares (1) and (2) shown in the diagram in 
the category AHL. A 

This definition is the technical basis for the vertical structuring technique of 
rule-based modification. Results concerning parallel and concurrent application 
of rules and compatibility with horizontal structuring can be found in [PER95]. 

Example  2.4 (Blood Hype r t ens ion  Test) 
We now want to describe the refinement step that adds an exception in case of 
blood hypertension. In this case the doctor shall be notified immediately. 
The transformation rule r vvM : L +-- K --4 R in figure 2 describes the refine- 
ment of the net VVM depicted in figure 1 by an exception for blood hyper- 
tension. For each blood pressure value taken an additional test for hyperten- 
sion is performed. In case of hypertension the doctor is notified. The transition 
Add ing  vital value to T C  is part of the interface K in order to ensure the 
application of r vvM only in the context of vital value measurement. 

The inclusion morphism K --+ L means that the transition taking blood pressure 
is deleted. Additionally, the right hand side net R contains the places values 
for hypertension test and doctor, and the transitions not i fy ing  doctor and 
taking blood pressure.  The corresponding algebraic specification also has to 
be adapted coherently and persistently by adding the equations used for the 
entry of blood hypertension (for details see [PGE97]). 

The application of rule r vvM to the net VVM yields the following transformation 
shown in figure 2: The deletion of the transition taking blood pressure  yields 
the context net C and the addition of the places values for hypertension test, 
doctor, and the transitions not i fy ing  doctor and taking blood pressure  yields 
the net BEX (short for Blood hypertension EXception). 

Now the main problem is the transfer of the safety property ~vvM "At any time 
we have: there is some patient at the ward if and only if the corresponding patient 
record is at the ward." This transfer should be induced by the rule rWM= (L +-- 
K --+ R). To achieve the rule-based refinement we have to find a property of the 
rule such that the transformation preserves the safety property. We are looking 
for proof rules of the following form: 

some property for r vvM, VVM satifies ~vvM 

BEX satisfies ~o vv= 



t~
 

CD
 

O
 

t~
 

Q
 

* 
1 

.c
 

O
O
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f VVM 

V .,. % • 

vvM 

The main idea of our approach is to use 
a class of morphisms, called place preserv- 
ing, that  on the one hand preserve safety 
properties (section 3) and on the other hand 
are stable under transformations (section 4). 
As a result of a cooperation within the 
"DFG-Forschergruppe Petrinetztechnologie" 
(see first page), it has recently been shown in 
[Peu97] that  safety properties are preserved 
by place preserving morphisms for low 

level nets. In this paper in section 3 we show that  the idea can be transferred to 
high-level nets. Thus, we can transfer safety properties via transformations. The 
fact that  fwM : L --4 R preserves safety properties (theorem 3.5) always implies 
that  fvvM : V V M  -4 B E X  preserves safety properties (theorem 4.2). Thus we 
have the desired property so that  the following proof rule holds: 

(rWM, firm : L --4 R) preserves safety properties, VVM satisfies ~wM 

BEX satisfies ~wM <~ 

3 Morphisms Preserving Safety Properties 

In this section we define morphisms preserving safety properties of algebraic 
high-level nets. To be able to preserve safety properties (expressed via formulas 
on markings), we must take care that  no new arcs are added to the context of 
mapped places by the morphism and no old (mapped) arcs are deleted from their 
context. Otherwise new transitions could add or delete tokens on "old" (mapped) 
places in an unpredictable way. We therefore call morphisms with these features 
place preserving. 

Definit ion 3.1 (P l ace  P r e s e r v i n g  A H L  N e t  M o r p h i s m )  
Let Ni - (SPECi,  Pi, 7], prei, posti, condo, Ai), i E {1, 2} be two AHL nets, then 
f = (fSPEC, fP, fT, fA) : N1 --+ N2 is called a p lace  p r e s e r v i n g  A H L  ne t  
m o r p h i s m  if the following holds: 

1. Preservation of firing conditions: fEo  condl = cond2 ofT 
2. Place preserving condition: *(fs(term, p)) = fT(.( term, p)) and 

(fs(term, p))* = fT((term, p)*) for all p 6 P1 and term E TopI(X1) 
where .( term, p) = {tl(term, p) < post(t)} and 

(term, p)* = {tl(term, p) < pre(t)} define the pre and post sets ofp.  
3. fT, fP and fsPEc are injective and fsP~c is persistent (compare [EM85]). 
4. Embedding condition: fs(prel(t)) <_ pre2(fT(t)) and 

fs(postl(t)) < post2(fT(t)) for all t E 7"1 

5. fA :A1 ~> VIsesc(A2) is an isomorphism in AIg (SPEC1)  A 

Remark: Intuitively, the conditions ensure that  
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1. the firing conditions are preserved by the morphism, 
2. arcs adjacent to places are not changed, 
3. the morphism is an injection and the target specification is a correct exten- 

sion of the source specification, 
4. the morphism has to map all arcs, 
5. the algebra is merely extended for the new parts of the target specification 

or it is merely renamed. 

Note the difference between place preserving morphisms (def. 3.1) and the (tran- 
sition preserving) AHL net morphisms as defined in def. 2.2. The commutat ivi ty  
of diagram (2) in def. 2.2 yields a preservation of transitions in the sense that  no 
new arcs are added to mapped transitions and no old (mapped) arcs are deleted 
from their pre and post domains. Place preserving morphisms are in general not 
transition preserving because condition 4 in def. 3.1 expresses that  the pre and 
post domain of a transition in N2 may contain more places than the original 
transition in N1. A morphism f : N1 ~ N~ that  is place preserving and transi- 
tion preserving at the same time merely yields a disjoint embedding of NI into 
N2. 

E x a m p l e  3.2 ( P l a c e  P r e s e r v i n g  M o r p h i s m  in H y p e r t e n s i o n  T e s t )  
We sketch that  the morphism f , v ,  : L --+ R determined by figure 2 is place pre- 
serving. The inclusions fVV,p and fvv" T are given implicitly using name identity. 
The specification morphism fVVMsPEC is an inclusion as sorts, operations and 
equations concerning the hypertension test are added in VVM-Spechyper such 

that  fVV"spEc is persistent (see [PGE97]). The conditions of def. 3.1 hold such 
that  the morphism fvv, : L -+ R is place preserving: 
Condition 1 is satisfied because transitions in net R that  lie in the image of fvv. 
have the same firing conditions as their originals in net L. Condition 2 is satisfied 
as no new arcs are adjacent to mapped places. For the place vital value taken 
this is formally shown, for the other places it is analogous: 
e(fVVM s (v(BPd, BPs, T, Patld), vital value taken)) 
= { Taking blood pressure  } 
= .fWMT( { Taking blood pressure}) 
= f i r "  T (e(v(BPd, BPs, T, Patld), vital value taken)) 
analogously (ffVMs(V , vital value taken))e = fvv" T ((V, vital value taken)e) 
Moreover, fvv. : L --~ R is an embedding (condition 4) as no arcs are deleted. 
The morphism fvv, is not transition preserving in the sense of def. 2.2 because 
the transition Taking blood pressure in R has more places in its post set than 
the original Taking blood pressure in L. 

We will now define formulas over AHL net markings and their translations via 
morphisms to be able to express safety properties and prove their preservation 
via morphisms in a formal way. 
The invariant formula [7~ expresses safety properties in the sense of IMP92]. 
Note that  we use a restricted notion as ~ is merely a static formula whereas in 
IMP92] backward operators are allowed. 
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D e f i n i t i o n  3.3 ( F o r m u l a s  a n d  T r a n s l a t i o n s )  
Let N be an AHL net according to definition 2.2. We define 

- Formulas :  For )~ E 1~ and (a,p) E (A • P) : )~(a,p) is a s t a t i c  f o r m u l a .  
For 91, ~2 static formulas: "~1,  91 A ~2 are static formulas. 
Let 9 be a static formula over N. Then I-1~ is an invar iant  f o r m u l a .  

- V a l i d i t y  o f  f o r m u l a s :  Let M E (A x P )~  be a marking and let 9z and 92 
be static formulas. A static formula under the marking M is valid if: 

M ~N 91 *=* 91 _< M for ~1 = ~(a, p) 

M ~N 91 ^ ~2 ~ - *  (M ~N 91) ^ (M ~N 9~) 

The invariant formula I79 holds in N under M iff ~o holds in all states 
reachable from M: M ~N I79 ~ VM' E [M >: M'  ~ N  9 

- T r a n s l a t i o n  o f  f o r m u l a s :  Let f = (fSPEC,fP, fT,fA) : N1 --+ N2 be a 
place preserving AHL net morphism. Then the translation 7- I of formulas 
over N1 under the marking M1 E (A1 x P1) (D to formulas over N2 is given 
as follows, where fM is defined as in def. 2.2: 

7)(~) = y~(~)  for ~ = a(a,p) ~ (A1 • P1) * 

7~(~1 ^ 92) = 7~(~)  ^ 73 (9~.) 
7) (Dg) = ~7-~ (9) zx 

Next, we explain how a translated formula 7y (9) is evaluated under a translated 
marking M2 E (A2 x 1~ ~. Let us define the notion of a translated marking M2 
via the notion of a restriction of the marking M2 with respect to f as we are 
only interested in the marked places of M2 that  are images of places of N1. 

D e f i n i t i o n  3.4 ( R e s t r i c t i o n  o f  M a r k i n g )  
Let f : N1 --+ N2 be a place preserving AHL net morphism, M1 E (A1 x P1) (D a 
marking of N1 and Mg. E (A2 x P2) (~ a marking of N2 
s.t. M2 = fM(M1) ~ Y?.~=I ~'~(a~,PD with ~(aj ,p~) ~/M(A1 x e l )*  
Then the r e s t r i c t i o n  M211 of the marking M~ to the net N1 with respect to f 
is given as follows: M~I. f := M1 /k 

M215 is well-defined due to the injectivity of the underlying morphisms. 

Now we come to the main theorem concerning the preservation of formulas by 
morphisms. 

T h e o r e m  3.5 (P lace  P r e s e r v i n g  M o r p h i s m s  Preserve  Safety  Proper t i e s )  

Let f : N1 --+ N2 be a place preserving AHL net morphism and M1 G (A~ x P1) ~ 
and M2 E (A2 x P : )*  be markings of N1 and N2 with M21f = M1. Let n 9 be 
an invariant formula. Then the following holds: 
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E x a m p l e  3.6 ( P r e s e r v i n g  a Sa fe ty  P r o p e r t y  in H y p e r t e n s i o n  Tes t )  
As example we consider the place preserving morphism fvvu : L --+ R as given 
in ex. 3.2. Assume we have a marking M1 in L analogously to ex. 2.1 and 2.4. 
Then we have M1 ~L ~vw due to the same argument as in ex. 2.1. As we have 
a place preserving morphism (see ex. 3.2), we can apply theorem 3.5. Note that  
marking and safety property do not change, as fvw is an inclusion. Thus, we 
have M1 ~L ~vw implies M~ ~/~ ~pvw, where M2 contains M1. 

P r o o f  Idea of  T h e o r e m  3.5 
For a complete proof we refer to the detailed technical report [PGE97]. 
The proof takes four steps: First the effect of restriction to the pre and post do- 
mains of transitions is investigated. Then we can show that  the follower marking 
is preserved. Thirdly we show the preservation of static formulas. At last we 
prove the preservation of invariant formulas. 

Let N1, Ns be AHL nets and f : N1 --+ N2 a place preserving AHL net morphism. 
Let M1 �9 (A1 x P1) ~ be a marking of N1 and M2 �9 (A2 x/)2) e be a marking 
of N2 with Msll -- M1 �9 
R e s t r i c t i o n  a n d  P l a c e  P r e s e r v i n g  M o r p h i s m s  (*) 
(1) For all ts �9 T9~ with fT(t~) = ts: 

(i) pre2(ts)l! = prel (tl) and (ii)posts(ts)l! = postl(tl) 
(2) For all ts �9 T2kfT(T1): 

(i) pre2(ts)l I = e and (ii) post2(t2)ll = e 

For the proof of (1)(i) we show pre2(fT(tl))ll > prel(tl) directly, due to the 
embedding condition and pre2(fT(tl))l! < prel(Q) by contradiction, using the 
place preserving condition. The proof of (1)(ii) is analogous. 

For the proof of (2)(i) assume pre2(ts)tl • e. Let (terms,ps) < pres(ts) with 
fs  (term1, Pl) = (terms, p2). Then ts 6 (terms, p2). implies ts E (fs  (term1, Pl))* 
Thus f place preserving (see def. 3.1) implies ts E fT((terml,Pl)*). This con- 
tradicts to our assumption t2 E Ts\fT(T1). Hence pres(t2)l! = e. The proof of 
(2)(ii) is analogous. 

P r e s e r v a t i o n  o f  Fol lower  M a r k i n g  (**) 
We prove VM~ E [Ms >: M~I ! E [M1 > by induction over the firing of every 
transition in Ns beginning with the induction base that no transition has been 
fired. As induction step we show that M~[ts, a--g~-~g2 > M~' implies Me.I] �9 [M1 >. 

For t9. �9 T2\fT(T1) we show with the help of (*)(2) that M~I ! = M~I ! �9 [M1 >. 

with For ts = fT(tl)  we first show that  tl  is enabled under asgl and M21 ! 

asgl = X1 ) Xs asg~ As ~2+ A1. With tl  enabled we can show that  
M~ll[tl,a-~-~gl > M~ I. Together with M~.II �9 [M1 > we have: M~! �9 [M1 >. 
P r e s e r v a t i o n  o f  S t a t i c  F o r m u l a s  (* * *) 
We show that  M1 ~N, ~ ~ Ms ~N= 7"/(~) by induction over the structure of 
static formulas as given in def. 3.3. 
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Prese rva t ion  of  Invar iant  Formulas  
We show M1 ~N, I~9 implies M2 ~N2 7)(09) by 

M1 ~NI 1"]9 ~ VM~ �9 [M1 >: M~ ~N, 9 due to def. 3.3 

VM~ �9 [/142 >: M~I ! ~N, 9 due to (**) 

�9 [M2 >: 7)(9) due to ( , ,  ,) 
r162 M2 ~N2 1217-I (9) due to def. 3.3 

4 

4 R u l e - B a s e d  R e f i n e m e n t  P r e s e r v i n g  S a f e t y  P r o p e r t i e s  

In software engineering it is most desirable to "automatically" derive properties 
of a refined net from its abstraction. The main advantage of such refinements is 
that those properties do not have to be proven again. For our example in section 2 
it is obvious that the safety property 9 vvM "At any time we have: there is some 
patient at the ward if  and only if  the corresponding patient record is at the ward." 
should hold again in the resulting net after the application of a rule r wM to a net 
with that property. This is captured by the notion of 'rule-based refinement', 
which is rule-based modification plus the preservation of (safety) properties. 
A main advantage of rules is that modifications are described locally, i.e. in a 
small context. Moreover - -  as we will show in this section - -  the preservation 
of safety properties can already be checked on the level of rules. Applying these 
rules means an intrinsic propagation of safety properties to the resulting net. 
This, of course, is of high importance from a software engineering point of view, 
especially for our case study in section 2 because there is no need of verifying 
these properties in the resulting net. 

Concept 4.1 (Vertical Structuring Technique: Rule-Based Refinement) 

Rule-based refinement is the extension of rule-based modification with mor- 
phisms that preserve system properties. In this case we have place preserving 
morphisms that preserve safety properties. A safety property preserving rule in 
rule-based refinement is given by (r, f) with a rule r : L +-- K -~ R (see def. 2.3) 
and f : L --~ R a place preserving morphism (see def. 3.1) which are compatible 
in the sense that the composition of K -+ L and L -+ R equals K --+ R, i.e. 
K ---~ L --+ R = K --+ R. 0 

The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for propagating safety prop- 
erties from one net to its modification. The general idea is that the application 
of a rule that preserves safety properties leads to a net transformation that pre- 
serves the same safety properties. In fact, these rules that have place preserving 
morphisms from the left to the right hand side, preserve safety properties. 

T h e o r e m  4.2 (Rule-Based  Ref inement  Preserves Safety P roper t i e s )  
Let (r, f)  be a safety property preserving rule (see con. 4.1), N1 ~ N2 the 
application of r to the net N1. Furthermore let M1 be a marking of N1 and/142 
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a marking of N~ with M~]! = Mz (see def. 3.4). 
Then there is a well-defined morphism 7 : N1 -4 N2 induced by f : L -+ R with: 

MI ~=N, OiP ~ M2 ~=N, T/-(O~) /k 

Example  4.3 (Ref inement  in H y p e r t e n s i o n  Test) 
Again we consider the example given in figure 2 with respect to the safety 
property ~vvM "At any time we have: there is some patient at the ward if  and 
only if  the corresponding patient record is at the ward." It has already been 
shown that fvvM : L -+ R is place preserving (see ex. 3.2) and the above safety 
property holds in VVM with marking M vvM (see ex. 2.1). Furthermore we have 
K --+ L --~. R = K -+ R as all morphisms are inclusions. Thus, due to theorem 
4.2 for any M2 with M21t.vvM = M vvM we have: M2 ~=BEX~P vv= 

Note, ~vw= TTw~(~vw) a s /vw :  VVM-+ BEXis also an inclusion. O 

In order to prove theorem 4.2 we apply results of [Pad96] that are formulated for 
an arbitrary category and a distinguished class Q of morphisms used to classify 
different types of rules. In this case the class Q is given by the place preserving 
morphisms, those preserving safety properties as shown in theorem 3.5. 
Technically, we must prove the assumptions given in [Pad96], def. 4.3.1. We 
therefore define a category (QAHL) that contains both the category AHL (see 
def. 2.2) and place preserving morphisms. In this category pushouts of the sub- 
category AHL must be preserved, and the class of place preserving morphisms 
must be closed under pushouts and coproducts. Note, that we only sketch the 
proof for restrictions of space. They can all be found in detail in [PGE97]. 
P r o o f  Idea  of  T h e o r e m  4.2: 
We first present the general definition of Q-morphisms according to [Pad96], 
(def. 4.3.1). 

Let QCAT be a category so that CAT is a subcategory CAT C_ QCAT 
and the inclusion functor I : CAT --~ QCAT preserves pushouts. 
Let Q be a class of morphisms in QCAT, closed under the construction 

- ofpushouts in QCAT: Given C I'> D (g' a pushout of 

B (  ! A g > C , then f E Q ::=V f '  E Q. 

- ofcoproducts in QCAT: For A !> B and A ~ I') B ~, we have 

f ,  f~ E Q ~ f +f~ E Q provided the coproduct A + A  ~ I+1~ B + B  ~ 
of f and f l  exists in QCAT. 

We instantiate this definition with algebraic high-level nets, that is A t t L  and 
QAHL correspond to CAT, resp. QCAT. 
Ca tegory  QAHL: Objects in QAHL are AHL nets as defined in def. 2.2. 

Given two AHL nets Ni = (SPECi ,  Pi, Ti, prei, posti, condo, A~) for i = 1, 2, 
a morphism f : N1 --4 N2 is a quadrupel f -- (fsP~C, re,  fT, fA), where the 
components are morphisms in the underlying categories SPEC and SETS 
and rE, fs  are defined as in def. 2.2 , satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) fl~ o condl = eond2 ofT 
(ii) arcs are preserved, i.e. Vtl E T1 : 

(a) fs(prel(tl)) < pre2(fT(tl)) 
(b) fs(postl(tl)) < post2(fT(tl)) 

(iii) fA : A1 ~ ) VlspEc (A2) is an isomorphism in the category AIg(SPEC1) 
of SPECl-algebras. 

Prese rva t ion  of  Pushou t s :  The proof uses the fact that pushouts in AHL 
are constructed componentwise in SPEC, SETS and Alg(SPEC)  (see e.g. 
fact 5.2 in [PER95]). Thus, there are unique induced morphisms in these 
categories, whose combination is a unique QAHL-morphism. 

Class Q: The class Q of morphisms is given by the place preserving morphisms 
(see def. 3.1). 

P re se rva t ion  of  Q u n d e r  Pushou t s :  We have to show that the induced push- 
out morphisms satisfy the conditions of definition 3.1. The preservation of 
firing conditions (condition 1), the embedding condition (condition 4) and 
condition 5 are due to the notion of QAHL-morphisms. Condition 3 immedi- 
ately follows by preservation of monomorphisms and the extension lemma 8.15 
in [EM85]. Condition 2 (place preserving condition) can be shown by the 
mutual inclusion of sets. In one direction we use the linearity of free com- 
mutative monoids. For the other inclusion it is shown that an arc, decorated 
by an image term, between a transition and an image place in the pushout 
object must already exist in the source net. 

P re se rva t ion  of  Q in Coproduets :  We show, that coproducts in QAHL are 
constructed componentwise and the inclusions are place preserving. The ac- 
tual proof is straightforward and uses mainly inclusions. 

These conditions and fact 4.3.3 in [Pad96] yield: N1 = ~  N~ and f : L ~ R in Q 
implies a well-defined induced morphism f : N1 --+ N2 in Q. This and theorem 
3.5 proves the stated fact. ~/ 

Impl ica t ion  for Formal  Software Deve lopment  and  Open Prob lems  
As illustrated above rule-based refinement allows deducing safety properties of 
the refined net under very weak assumptions. We have shown that the preserva- 
tion of safety properties can be expressed in terms of the transforming rule and 
the source net. Only the source net has to satisfy this property (under a marking) 
and the rule has to be place preserving. In so far verification of these properties 
in a target net can exploit the properties of the source net, which seems to be 
very natural in the context of system development. Thus, iterative verification 
becomes possible: the safety property has to be verified once for a starting net 
and from there on the safety property is propagated by place preserving rules. 
A further important aspect is the relation between vertical, i.e. rule-based re- 
finement, and horizontal structuring realized by the notion of union and fusion. 
Intuitively, union is the gluing of two nets sharing a common subnet. It serves 
the purpose of joining two parts over a common interface. Fusion is the identi- 
fication of distinct items in one net, which means unification or abstraction. In 
fact, the general theory of Q-morphisms developed in [Pad96] states the compat- 
ibility of rule-based refinement with horizontal structuring (see [Pad96], theorem 
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4.5.5 and 4.5.9). This is a fundamental issue from the software engineering point 
of view as it allows concurrent refinement and composition of the system. The 
following diagram illustrates this fact: 

. , . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

O" " o  

N~ ;. N..I ........ 

N O .................. ~-~N' 

The preservation of safety properties, which is sup- 
plied on the level of rules, cannot only be trans- 
ferred to transformations but also to the horizontal 
composition of transformations. This means, that we 
can do horizontal structuring (denoted by the fork- 
ing lines) and rule-based refinement (denoted by the 
double arrows) in any ordering. 

From a software engineering point of view an additional compatibility is essential, 
namely the propagation of safety properties from a component net (N1) to the 
composed net (N). By transitivity this would ensure, that a safety property of a 
component net would be preserved in the refined and composed net (N~). This 
has been subject to our paper [EG97], where we show that propagation of safety 
properties is possible in special cases. However, a corresponding general theory 
still has to be developed. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  F u t u r e  R e s e a r c h  

We have presented a new, formal vertical structuring technique, the rule-based 
refinement of algebraic high-level nets. This technique combines the advantages 
of a rule-based approach to stepwise development with a refinement that pre- 
serves safety properties. We have shown that a specific kind of AHL morphisms, 
called place preserving, allows transfering safety properties from the source to the 
target net. In combination with rule-based modification we obtain rule-based re- 
finement - based on the theory of Q-transformations in [Pad96] - that preserves 
safety properties. We have illustated this rule-based refinement for one refine- 
ment step using our main theorem 4.2 to transfer an important safety property 
in the context of our case study HDMS. This transfer is guaranteed in terms of 
the corresponding rule, and has not to be done for the whole subsystem. More- 
over, this new technique of rule-based refinement can be adapted easily to other 
high-level Petri net formalisms, because in [Pad96, EP97] a uniform approach 
to Petri nets is developed where the abstract frame for rule-based refinement is 
already formulated. 

Further research, aside from the compatibility of safety properties with horizon- 
tal structuring as discussed in section 4, concerns the transfer of other system 
properties as liveness, obligations, persistency and others as in [MP92] along the 
rules within the frame of rule-based refinement. 

Moreover, as one of our referees suggested, the extension of our approach to 
different notions of time is also an exciting idea. This would lead to the notion 
of time preserving morphisms and rules which could be very helpful for the 
specification of real time systems. 
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